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Introduction

The tracking of moving non-rigid objects in the video
sequence is frequently solved task in the computer vision
systems. For this purpose dynamic models are used which
describes the motions of the object or the algorithms which
measures certain features of the objects, i.e., roundness,
color or edge. The measure of the features or motions is
not impossible without the impact of the noise. Therefore,
every measure can be valued as probability measure. When
the motion or the feature of the object can be described
with linear model, then for the tracking purposes linear
methods can be used [1-3]. However, many object tracking
cases are non-linear, which can be solved using a particle
filter.

The particle filter is the algorithm based on the
probability measure, which do not use the probability
density function directly, but approximates it by certain
number of particles. Each particle is described with the
appearance position and its weight, which is the certain
measure of probability or similarity. Such approximation
of the probability density function is called a sequential
Monte Carlo method [4], as well. The particle filter
algorithm is recursive in nature and comes through three
stages: evolution, re-sampling and propagation. After
every computation each particle is newly modified and
propagated based on the latest measures and the motion
model. During the re-sampling process, the particles with
smallest weight values are eliminated.

The particle filter can be used in the various object
tracking systems, i.e., car detection and tracking, vision
based security systems etc [6]. In the work the adaptive
particle filter was proposed which was used for the
accidently appearing face recognition [5]. Authors of this
paper have used two time series models and one
presumption for the face recognition and tracking
purposes. The first adaptive model describes the process of
the motion and appearance from the video data, second
model describes the changes between tracked face and the

database of the faces. The presumption is taken in the
account that all faces in the database are in the frontal
view.

The color features of the observable object are
frequently used for the description of the tracking target
and the separation of the foreground from the complex
background. Color-based tracking can be implemented
using color density images [7], color histograms [8] and
etc [10-12, 16-18]. The tracking algorithm proposed in this
paper is similar to the CONDENSATION algorithm [9]
which is dedicated to track the object contour. However,
the algorithm presented in this paper is able to track the
color features of the observable object. The Gaussian
random noise is used as motion model for the object
movement prediction. The particles distributed according
to such motion model can fallow any movement of the
object.

In this paper, the tracking problem of the non-rigid
objects in the complex background is solved using
dynamic particle filter, where the number of particles
relays on the changing rate of the object location. The
proposed approach automatically uses the less number of
particles when the position of the object does not change
rapidly from one frame to another frame and more particles
when the object moves relatively fast.

Since, the algorithm of the object tracking is quite
complicated, there is a need for a formal description and
validation of the algorithm. The dynamic PLA notation –
DPLA [15] was chosen for the formal specification of the
proposed algorithm, which has a possibility to define the
variation of the number of particles in the solving tasks.

Fig. 1. The functional scheme of the design of the dynamic
particle filter
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The paper is organized as follows. Second section
explains the proposed dynamic particle filter in the
conceptual and formal manners. In the third section
introduces experimental setup and results. Finally,
conclusions and future guides are presented in the last
section.

Conceptual model of the dynamic particle filter

This section explains briefly the proposed approach
of dynamic particle filter. As it was mentioned, the particle
filter comes through three states: evolution, re-sampling
and propagation. Each state is executed in sequence. The
weights of each generated particle are computed based on
the measure model during evolution state. The measure
model uses the correlation between template and selected
HSV color histograms in this paper (see Fig. 2). If
histogram of the particle is similar to the template
histogram then the weight of this particle is set to 1, and
otherwise to 0. The particles with smallest weight values
are eliminated during the re-sampling state. New particles
are generated according the Gaussian random noise and the
information about the last object location during
propagation state. The real location of the object is the
stable point of the particles cloud. The object location
which was found in the frame t – 1 is used as central point
for particle propagation.
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Fig. 2. The color histogram of the object of interest

Formal description of the dynamic particle filter

The algorithm of dynamic particle filter was
formalized using formal DPLA (dynamic PLA) notation
[15], which is extension of PLA [14]. Dynamic PLA is
able to various dynamic changes of systems. Proposed
algorithm in dynamic PLA specification was described
using internal events of decision making (DM) aggregate,
which decompose dynamic particle filter into the seven
stages:

1e   The number selection of particles;

2e   The estimation histograms and positions of generated

particles;

3e   The comparison of histograms;

4e   The selection of proper particles;

5e   The estimation of max distance among selected

particles;

6e   The selection of proper group of particles using

clustering;

7e   The estimation of the new average coordinates.

The particles id in dynamic PLA specification are

interpreted as the elements of the set D(tm) which is
defined in discrete component of aggregate DM (see
Fig. 3). During the particular internal events to the particles
the new attributes as coordinates, histograms and
correlation coefficients are added.

Fig. 3. DPLA model of dynamic particle filter

The initial state  0tZ of the aggregate DM is

described below, which includes all attributes of the
aggregate in initial time moment:

                ,,,,,,, 00000000 tGtzttEtEtYtXtZ 

     000 ,, tRtAtH , (1)

where   }{0 xtX   the set of input signals,   }{0 ytY 

 the set of output signals,   }'{' 10 etE   the set of external

events,   }{" 0 ietE  , 7,1i  the set of internal events,

  7,1)},,({0  itewtz mi  continuous component.

Discrete component:

)(),(),(),(),(),({)( 0000000 tMAXtCtttktDt yy   ,

},,exp,, rredreg  , (2)

where D  the set of particles; k  the number of picture;

C  the class of particles at initial time; MAX 

maximum distance between particles; yy  ,  standard

deviations; const  threshold value of the distance;

constreg   regular number of particles; constred  

reduced number of particles; constexp   expanded

number of particles; const  threshold value of

correlation coefficient; constr   threshold value of

movement.
The set of transition operators:

  7,1,)(),()( 10  ieHeHtH i . (3)

The set of output operators:

  7,1,)(),()( 10  ieGeGtG i , (4)

where   }{0 tA  the set of initial aggregates,

  }{0 tR  the set of internal links.
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As external event 1e  aggregate DM gets the picture

(input signal x) generated from the camera. Whenever
processing of the picture is finished aggregate sends the
output signal y back to the camera and asks for another
picture. With the first input 0)( mtk signal the average

coordinates yx  , of initial position and the template

histogram )( jp of tracking object are determined and added

to the discrete component of aggregate. Finally the first

internal event 1e  is invoked despite the value of variable k.

The transition operator of external event is defined below:

)( 1eH  :
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The description of the process of the tracking object is
presented by transition operators of internal events,
performed by appropriative order.

The selection of the number of the particles -

primarily performed internal event )( 1eH  :
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where )( mtD  the set of particles.

The number n of particles can be regular reg, reduced
red or expanded exp. It is chosen in accordance with position
shift of tracking object from two contiguous results. The
position shift

|)()1(||)()1(| mymymxmx ttttps   (8)

is compared with r , which value depends on the ration of

the observable object and total image. This value was
determined experimentally in our example.
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Compared with this value standard deviations
)( mx t and )( my t are selected as well.
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The coordinates of selected particles are generated using
Gaussian distribution with estimated average )( mx t , )( my t

and standard deviations )( mx t , )( my t . According to

obtained coordinates the histogram )( j
iq for each particle is

determined. The estimation of the histograms and positions

for generated particles )( 2eH  :

)},(),(),({)1(|)( )(
m

j
imimimimi tqtytxtdtDd  (11)

where
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3
3 )1,"( kmm ttew  (12)

After this event, the third internal event 3e  is invoked.

The comparison of histograms )( 3eH  :

For each particle the correlation coefficient i is

determined comparing its histogram )( j
iq with the template

histogram )( jp .
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(13)

All particles, which have a weight i is equal or

bigger than β are considered as proper and all others are
eliminated from the set of particles D(tm). If in the set D(tm)
there are no particles which satisfy the weight
requirements then the algorithm starts from the beginning,
i.e., the generation of the new particles in the internal event

1e  . Otherwise, the internal event 5e  is invoked.

The selection of proper particles )( 4eH  is described

below:

;|)(,\)()1( miimm tDddtDtD  (14)
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In the case if the selected particles in the event 4e  are

distributed in to the few separate classes, the maximum
distance between particles is estimated. If this distance md

exceeds  , clustering 6e  is started. Otherwise, from the

set of particles C(tm) the new average coordinates are
estimated and the location of tracking object is updated

during internal event 7e  .

The estimation of max distance among

particles )( 5eH  :

22 )()(),( jijiji yyxxddD  , (18)

where )),(max( ji ddDmd  , )()max( mtMAXmd  ,

)(),( 21 mtMAXddD  , and

  )(,)1,( 6
6 mkmm tMAXifttew . (19)
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The selection of the proper group of particles using k-

means clustering method :)( 6eH 

For the grouping particles the clustering method is

used. Only here, the initial centroids 1d and 2d , which

are coordinates of most remote particles are determined in
advance:

),( 111 yxd  , ),( 222 yxd  . (21)

Based on the 1d and 2d , distribution in to two

groups C1, C2 is performed. The distance from the particles

1d and 2d to the all others is estimated.

22 )()(),( kjkjkj yyxxddD  , 2,1,,1  knj . (22)

All particles are grouped into the two clusters.
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Cluster, which has more particles, is selected for
processing.
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After all actions the internal event 7e  is invoked.

During this event new average coordinates are estimated.
The tracked position μx(tm), μy(tm) of the object is equal to
the average coordinates of all particles from the set C(tm).
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Since after this internal event the processing of the

certain picture is finished, the output signal 1yY  is

generated.
The formal specification described above gives the

requirements for the practical filter realization defining the
algorithm as seven stages (internal events in specification).

Experiments

The randomly moving ball was taken on the video of
174 colored frames (size 640x480) in order to test the
proposed dynamic particle filter. The complex scene with
colored background and objects which have similar color

like target object was design for checking the robustness of
the proposed approach. The video data was gathered with
ordinary USB web-camera in the day light (point lightness
about 1500 Lux). The template histogram of observable
object was selected from the region of 30x30 pixels in the
first frame. Starting position of the ball and the region size
of the interest is selected by the user. Next positions of the
ball are tracked using dynamic particle filter.

The test trajectory of the ball movement was designed
measuring the real position of the ball in each frame by the
hand. This trajectory was compared with the trajectory
obtained by the proposed approach. The threshold of
minimum distance between two ball positions in two
different frames was changed from 0 to 5. Three numbers
of particles (250, 500 and 3000) were used in the
experiment. The mean execution time, mean absolute error
between two trajectories and particle usage were measured
during experiment. The tracking results are shown in Fig.
5–8.

The Fig. 4 shows the image of the experimental
environment, target trajectory is colored in black and the
measured trajectory is colored in white. The illumination
of the background is not evenly distributed; therefore,
measured trajectory is slightly different from the target
trajectory in the places where more illumination is.

Fig. 4. The tracked (white) and test (black) trajectories of the ball
in the complex scene
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The coordinates of the target and measured trajectories
extended in the time domain are shown in Fig. 5. It clearly
visible, that the curves are similar. The proposed algorithm
tracks the position of the observable object efficiently and
robustly with relatively small offset (see Fig. 5).

The mean absolute error was computed between
target and measured trajectories with different threshold
values of the minimum distance. The curve is shown in
Fig. 6. The MAE error increases, when the threshold value
increases.

Mean execution time is the time, which is spent to
track the position of the observable object in each video
frame. The execution time was obtained using MATLAB,
therefore, the comparison of results of similar experiments
should consider this fact. The numerical relation between
mean execution time and the threshold of the minimum
distance is shown in Fig. 7. The curve shows, that the
execution time degreases when the threshold value is
increased.
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More time (about 0.85 sec.) is needed to track the
position of observable object when the threshold is equal to
0 and less (about 0.55 sec.) when the threshold is equal to
5. This can be explained with the relation between the
particle usage and the threshold of the minimum distance.
The particle usage shows how many times certain number
of particles was used during the total video processing (see
Fig. 7). Proposed algorithm uses 500 particles on each
frame when the threshold of minimum distance is equal to
0. The algorithm uses 250 particles more frequently then
500 particles on each frame when the threshold is equal to
5. 3000 particles are used only in a few frames, when the

location of the observable object has changed rapidly from
one frame to another. This number of particles is sufficient
to cover almost full image and track the position of the lost
object.
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Tracking algorithm based on dynamic particle filter
dynamically changes the number of particles and allows ot
degrease the computation time. If less particles are used
then the real position of the observable object can be found
with certain error (see Fig. 6). However, the mean absolute
error increases less then computation time degreases,
accordingly, 19 % and 35 %.

Conclusions and future works

The algorithm of the dynamic particle filter was
presented, which enables the tracking of the non-rigid
object in the complex background. The proposed algorithm
was formalized using DPLA notation which allowed us to
specify the dynamics of the real example in the
mathematical, unambiguously and understandable manner.
Experimental results show that the proposed dynamic
particle filter can successfully fallow the object when it
moves in the complex background.

The future work will incorporate the extension of
algorithm for automatic selection of the template histogram
which takes into account the topological information,
detection of suddenly appearing objects and multiple
similar object tracking. The proposed algorithm can be
used for the associative communication technologies,
vision based security systems.
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The tracking problem of the non-rigid object has two difficulties. First, the object can change his scale, form or be partially occluded
with other objects and, second, the location of the object can vary in the non-linear manner during the time. The paper considers the
method, which solves given problem of the object tracking in the complex background. The solution of the mentioned problem is solved
using dynamic particle filter (DPF), where the amount of the particles depends on the changing rate of the object location. The algorithm

of dynamic particle filter was formalized using formal DPLA (dynamic PLA) notation. The object tracking is done according his color
features (HSV histogram), which are independent from the object scale and/or form. Proposed method is demonstrated in the context of
tracking real objects in the video data. The results shows, that the object tracking rate depends on the amount of generated particles and
the tracking error. Ill. 8, bibl. 15 (in English; summaries in English, Russian and Lithuanian).

В. Раудонис, Р. Симутис, А. Паулаускайте-Тарасявичиене. Эффективный метод для отслеживания объекта,
основанный на динамическом фильтре частиц // Электроника и электротехника. – Каунас: Технология, 2009. – № 3(91).
– C. 93–98.

Проблема отслеживания «нежостких» объектов имеет две трудности. Во-первых, объект может изменить свои масштабы, 
форму или быть частично за другими объектами, и, во-вторых, место расположения объекта может в течении времени 
варьироваться нелинейным образом. Рассмативается метод, каторый решает проблему слежения объекта в сложном фоне. 
Решить указанную задачу можно используя динамический фильтр частиц, в котором каличество частиц зависит от 
меняющихся темпов местоположения объекта. Отслеживание объекта осуществляется по его цветным особенностям (HSV 
гистограмме), которые не зависят от масштаба объекта или формы. Предлагаемый метод демонстрируется при отслеживании
реальных объектов в видео данных. Полученные результаты показывают, что продолжительность вычисления зависит от числа
частис. Ил. 8, библ. 15 (на английском языке; рефераты на английском, русском и литовском яз.).

V. Raudonis, R. Simutis, A. Paulauskaitė-Tarasevičienė. Efektyvus objekto sekimo metodas, pagrįstas dinaminiu dalelių filtru //
Elektronika ir elektrotechnika. – Kaunas: Technologija, 2009. – Nr. 3(91). – P. 93–98.

„Nestandaus“ objekto sekimo uždavinyje susiduriama su dviem klausimais. Pirma, objektas vaizdo medžiagoje gali keisti savo
formą, dydį arba būti iš dalies užstojamas, antra, objekto padėtis laiko atžvilgiu kinta netiesiškai. Straipsnyje pateikiamas dinaminis
dalelių filtro algoritmas, kuris sprendžia objekto sekimo sudėtingos spalvinės sudėties fone uždavinį ir kurio dalelių skaičius priklauso
nuo sekamo objekto padėties kitimo spartos. Algoritmas yra formaliai specifikuotas naudojant dinaminį PLA. Objektas vaizdo
medžiagoje yra sekamas pagal jo spalvines savybes (HSV histogramą), kurios yra nepriklausomos nuo objekto dydžio ar formos.
Dinaminiu dalelių filtru galima sekti iš dalies užstotus ir „lanksčius“ objektus. Siūlomas algoritmas buvo aprašytas formaliai ir
išbandytas su realiais vaizdo duomenimis. Metodo tyrimai parodė, kad objekto sekimo sparta yra tiesiai proporciga generuojamam
dalelių skaičiui ir sekimo tikslumui. Il. 8, bibl. 15 (anglų kalba; santraukos anglų, rusų ir lietuvių k.).


